Crystallographic study of bacteriophage T4 endonuclease V, which is involved in the initial step of the pyrimidine dimer-specific excision repair pathway, has been carried out with respect to the wild-type and three different mutant enzymes. This enzyme catalyzes the cleavage of the N-glycosyl bond at the 5'-side of the pyrimidine dimer, and subsequently incises the phosphodiester bond at the apyrimidinic site through a ~-elimination reaction. The structure of the wild-type enzyme refined at 1.45 A resolution reveals the detailed molecular architecture. The enzyme is composed of a single compact domain classified as an all-~ structure. The molecule is stabilized mainly by three hydrophobic cores, two of which include many aromatic side-chain interactions. The structure has a unique folding motif, where the amino-terminal segment penetrates between two major ~.-helices and prevents their direct contact, and it is incompatible with the close-packing category of helices for protein folding. The concave surface, covered with many positive charges, implies an interface for DNA binding. The glycosylase catalytic center, which comprises Glu23 and the surrounding basic residues Arg3, Arg22 and Arg26, lie in this basic surface. The crystal structures of the three active-site mutants, in which Glu23 was replaced by Gln(E23Q) and Asp (E23D), respectively, and Arg3 by Gln (R3Q), have been determined at atomic resolution. The backbone structures of the E23Q and R3Q mutants were almost identical with that of the wild-type, while the E23D mutation induces a small, but significant, change in the backbone structure, such as an increase of the central kink of the H1 helix at Pro25. In the catalytic center of the glycosylase, however, these three mutations do not generate notable movements of protein atoms, except for significant shifts of some bound water molecules. Thus, the structural differences between the wild-type and each mutant are confined to the remarkably small region around their replaced chemical groups. Combined with the biochemical studies and the difference circular dichroism measurements, these results allow us to conclude that the negatively charged carboxyl group of Glu23 is essential for the cleavage of the N-glycosyl bond, and that the positively charged guanidino group of Arg3 is crucial to bind the substrate, a DNA duplex containing a pyrimidine dimer. The amino terminal ~-amino group is located at a position approximately 4.4/~ away from the carboxyl group of Glu23. These structural features are generally consistent with the reaction scheme proposed by Dodson and co-workers.
Introduction
Ultraviolet (UV) light induces the formation of a pyrimidine dimer, which is the most typical lesion within a DNA duplex. Endonuclease V (endoV; endodeoxyribonuclease (pyrimidine dimer); deoxyribonuclease (pyrimidine dimer), EC 3.1.25.1), encoded by the bacteriophage T4 denV gene, is responsible for the first step of the catalytic reaction in the excision repair pathway specific for the cis-syn cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer (Yasuda & Sekiguchi, 1970; Friedberg, E. & King, 1971) . This enzyme can scan a non-target sequence along a DNA duplex by non-specific electrostatic interaction, before the specific recognition of a pyrimidine dimer (Grunskin & Lloyd, 1986; Dodson & Lloyd, 1989) . The most interesting functional aspect of this enzyme is that the two distinct catalytic activities reside in a relatively small protein consisting of 138 residues. The enzyme first hydrolyzes the N-glycosyl bond at the 5'-side of a pyrimidine dimer, and subsequently catalyzes the cleavage of the phosphodiester bond at the resulting abasic site (Dodson & Lloyd, 1989; Nakabeppu & Sekiguchi, 1981; Macmillan et al., 1981) . This second reaction proceeds through ~-elimination other than the actual hydrolysis (Manoharan et al., 1988; Kim & Linn 1988) . Dodson et al. (1993) have found evidence for an intermediate in the course of the catalytic reaction, and proposed a reaction scheme for T4 endoV that is similar to that of AMP N-glycosylase. Thus, T4 endoV has unique catalytic functions, the molecular mechanisms of which can be most effectively elucidated in terms of the three-dimensional (3D) structure.
We have reported the crystal structure of T4 endoV determined at 1.6 A resolution by X-ray crystallograplay . That report communicated the first implications of the structure-function relationships deduced from the crystal structure. Furthermore, in combination with various results from extensive site-directed mutagenesis studies, the structural features of the enzyme, such as the biased charge distribution on the molecular surface, have allowed the identification of the glycosylase catalytic center that comprises Glu23 and the surrounding basic residues Doi et al., 1992) . The crystal structure of Escherichia coli endonuclease III (Kuo et al., 1992) , which is a DNA repair enzyme containing a [4Fe-4S] cluster, has implicated that this enzyme also may have a glycosylase catalytic center similar to that of T4 endoV.
The crystal structure of the wild-type enzyme has now been more precisely refined at 1.45 A resolution, based on the intensity data collected using the synchrotron radiation source. We have determined the crystal structures of three different mutants, in which two residues constituting the putative active center for the glycosylase were replaced by others. Here, we first describe the details of the molecular architecture on the basis of the highly refined 3D structure of the wild-type enzyme. Secondly, the crystal structures of the three active-site mutants, all of which were refined at atomic resolution, have provided new insights into the catalytic reaction of glycosylase, and therefore we discuss the 3D structure-function relationships of the enzyme, in conjunction with recent biochemical results.
Results and Discussion

Main-chain folding
As reported previously , the enzyme consists of three c~-helices, seven reverse turns and six loops (Figure l(a) ). The ranges of ~-helices and reverse turns are defined in Figure l(b) . Thus, the molecule, bearing the two distinct catalytic activities, forms a single compact domain classified into an all-c~ structure. The most striking feature in the main-chain folding is the amino-terminal segment, which penetrates between the two major ~-helices, H1 and H3, and prevents their direct contact (Figure l(a) ). All the proteins classified into the all-c~ structure are known to comply with the close-packing category for assembling helices (Richardson, 1981 (Kraulis, 1991) of the molecule viewed almost perpendicularly to the positively charged concave surface. The H1 helix is kinked at Pro25, which is located in the middle. Note the amino-terminal segment, which thrusts out between the H1 and H2 helices. The catalytic center for the glycosylase is marked by the side-chains of Glu23 and the surrounding three basic residues, Arg3, Arg22 and Arg23. The side-chains of the WYKYY sequence are shown. The broken lines indicate the mobile segment (residues 83 to 92). (b) The correspondence between the amino acid sequence and the secondary structure elements. The numbers, which denote ~-helices, 3,~ helices and reverse turns, correspond to those in Table 4. for protein folding. Notably, as shown in Figure 2 , all the main-chain carbonyl oxygen atoms and imino protons in this amino-terminal segment participate formation of hydrogen bonds with the surrounding atoms. This finding implies that the polar main-chain peptide atoms are allowed to lie in the interior of the protein molecule only by having polar interactions with the surrounding atoms. formed between the main-chain atoms of tile amino-terminal segment and tile surrounding atoms. Oxygen and nitrogen atoms are indicated by red and blue, respectivel}: Crosses indicate water molecules. The NH group of Arg3 forms a hydrogen bond with the carboxyl side-chain of Glu23, tile CO group of Arg3 with a water molecule (140WAT), the NH group of lle4 with the imidazole side-chain of His56, tile CO group of lle4 with tile same side-chain of His56, the NH group of Asn5 with the carboxyl group of Glu20, the CO group of Ash5 with tile guanidino side-chain of Arg70, the NH group of Leu6 with the hydroxyl group of Ser114, and the CO group of Leu6 with two water molecules (200WAT and 145WAT). Barlow & Thornton (1988) . ' Classified according to Crawford et al. (19731. RT, J Morikawa et al. (19921. reverse turn; NR, near reverse turn.
According to the notation used by Kabsch & Sander (19831 , the previous paper defined the five reverse turns, all of which are located on the molecular surface. The reexamination based on the classification proposed by Crawford et al. (1973) are summarized in Table 1 . All of the previous five reverse turns are now defined as 3,, helices. The near-reverse turn structure (residues 24 to 27), corresponding to the central kink of the H1 helix at Pro25, is noteworthy, since this proline residue is located on the opposite side of the H1 helix to Glu23, which is essential for the glycosylase reaction Doi et al., 1992) .
Intramolecular ionic interactions
The T4 endoV molecule contains relatively many intramolecular ionic interactions, which would contribute to maintaining the molecular architecture. The interactions with distances less than 3.4 ~, are summarized in Table 2 . The hydrogen bonds formed between the amino-terminal segment and the surrounding atoms are described above. Other notable hydrogen bonds, particularly around the carboxyl side-chain of Glu23 are discussed in a later section related to the catalytic center of the glycosylase. In addition to a number of hydrophobic interactions, several polar interactions, such as two hydrogen bonds between the Glu20 and Arg70 side-chains, a hydrogen bond between the Tyr21 carbonyl group and the Glu71 side-chain, and a hydrogen bond between tile Aspl4 and Arg81 side-chains contribute to the bundling of the H1 and H2 helices. Asp14, lying at the amino end of the H1 helix, forms several hydrogen bonds with Lys130, Tyr132 and Gly133. These polar interactions appear to contribute to the connection of the carboxyl-terminal loop with the remaining major region of the molecule, which includes the three ~.-helices.
Intramolecular hydrophobic interactions
The locations of the hydrophobic residues within tile enzyme are shown in Figure 3 . There are three hydrophobic cores within the molecule. Two of then1 contain a number of aromatic residues, suggesting that aromatic side-chain interactions stabilize tile molecular architecture of this enzyme. Tile first hydrophobic core is surrounded by the amino-terminal half of the H1 helix, tile amino terminus of the H2 helix, the irregular loop between these two helices and a part of tile long loop connecting the H1 and H2 helices. In this core, the hydrophobic side-chains, such as Va127, Phe28, Va131, Va135, Leu64, Ile93 and Ile96, are closely packed, while the aromatic side-chain of Tyr61 is stacked between the Phe44 and Val31 side-chains. The second core is formed by hydrophobic residues (Ile4 and Leu6) located in the amino-terininal segments, residues (Phe50, Leu52, Phe59 and Phe60) in the loop between the HI and H2 helices, and hydrophobic residues (Phe66, Leu67, Tyrl04, Phel06 and I1e113) near the H2 and H3 helices. In this core, the aromatic side-chains of Phe50, Phe59, Phe60, Phe66 and Tyrl04 are clustered. The third is the smallest among the three hydrophobic cores. It contains Val9 and Leul2 located around the 3,, helix I, Tyr21 in the H1 helix, Leu74 in the middle of the H2 helix, and Phe83 and Ile85 near the carboxyl end of the H2 helix.
Temperature factors
The mean B-factor variations plotted versus residue numbers are shown in Figure 4 with respect to both the main-chain and side-chain atoms. In contrast to the mobility found in usual proteins, the amino-terminal segment of this protein has considerably less mobility, presumably because it is restricted by the internal hydrogen bonds of the main-chain Table 2 hltramolecular interactions (~< 3.4 A) (for tile side-chains) 
O Lys 134 N-3.14 ~Main-chain interaction that does not affect secondary structure.
atoms, as represented in Figure 2 . Several residues in the vicinity of the carboxyl end of the H1 helix show greater mobility. These residues form a prominent region that is more exposed to the solvent. The most flexible is a segment from residue 84 to 91. In this region, the densities corresponding to main-chain atoms are not well defined even at 1.45 A resolution, suggesting conformational disorder within the crystal. It should be noted that the sequence LysArg-Gly-Phe-Asn-Ile-Lys-Asp-Thr-Thr-Val, which partly includes the mobile segment, has been reported to exhibit a significant similarity to a sequence (residues 151 to 161; Lys-Arg-Gly-PheLys-Phe-Val-Gly-Thr-Thr-Ile) from 3-methyladenosine glycosylase from Escherichia coli (Steinum & Seeberg, 1986) . Photoaffinity labeling of the enzyme with a substrate analog suggested that this segment is involved in DNA binding (Hori et al., 1992a,b) .
Water molecules
In the course of the refinement, 172 water molecules were identified ( Figure 5 ). Among them, 74 molecules have temperature factors less than 30 A2. Fewer water molecules are observed on the (<<,3.4,4 
basic concave surface of the molecule, which includes the glycosylase reaction center, presumably because this surface makes extensive contact with a neighboring molecule in the crystal ( Figure 6 ).
Crystal packing
The packing of the T4 endoV molecule in the monoclinic P2~ lattice is represented in Figure 6 , which is viewed along the Z-axis. Consistent with the low water content of 35%, the molecules are rather closely packed. Intermolecular polar interactions and non-bonded contacts with neighboring molecules are summarized in Table 3 
Basic surface and the catalytic center of the glycosyUase
Electrostatic potentials on the accessible surface is shown in Figure 7 (a), together with the corresponding backbone structure (Figure 7(b) ). It reveals the remarkably biased charge distribution of the enzyme. In fact, many basic residues, such as Arg3, Arg22, Arg26, Lys33, Lys86, Arg117, Lys121, Arg125 and Lys130, are concentrated in the concave surface of the comma-shaped molecule. This feature of the molecular surface is somewhat similar to that of the TFIID protein, the crystal structure of which was determined both in the free form and in complex with a DNA duplex (Y. J. L. Kim et al., 1993; Burley, 1994) . This positively charged concave surface of T4 endoV appears to be essentially consistent with the DNA binding scheme, in which the enzyme scans the non-target sequence by electrostatic interaction with a DNA duplex, prior to specific binding to a pyrimidine dimer (Grunskin & Lloyd, 1986; Dodson & Lloyd, 1989) . Further examination of the electrostatic potential revealed a particular region where only a single acidic residue, Glu23, is surrounded by many basic residues. In combination with these structural features of the enzyme, extensive site-directed mutagenesis allowed the identification of the catalytic center of the glycosylase Doi et al., 1992) . The catalytic center comprises Glu23 and the
:" :. surrounding basic residues, such as Arg3, Arg22 and Arg26. All the mutations at these residues abolish the glycosylase activity on this concave plane. Notably, one of the carboxyl oxygen atoms of Glu23 forms a hydrogen bond with the main-chain imino group of Arg3, thereby fixing the orientation of the carboxyl group. Other residues that lie on the basic surface may be involved in the recognition of the substrate DNA. For instance, the R117Q and K121Q mutations raise the K,, value by more than tenfold, while the K,.,, values are unchanged .
Photo-CIDNP (Chemically Induced Dynamic Nuclear Polarization) analyses (Lee et al., 1994) revealed that three Tyr residues are covered by a 10mer DNA substrate duplex. In fact, the basic concave surface contains Tyr21, Tyr61 and Tyr129, demonstrating that it is indeed the interface with DNA. The size of the basic surface implicates that the enzyme would require a considerable length of a substrate DNA duplex for recognition. Actually, the photo-dimer of a dinucleotide, dTpT, cannot be cleaved by the enzyme. In agreement with this finding, NMR analyses (Lee et al., 1994) , using the E23Q mutant, demonstrated that the enzyme cannot recognize this dTpT photo-dimer itself, whereas a 10mer DNA duplex containing the single photodimer is strongly bound.
Overall structures of active-site mutants
The crystal structures of the three active-site mutants, R3Q, E23Q and E23D, were determined by the molecular replacement method (see Tables 4 and  5) . They are very similar to that of the wild-type. In particular, the C ~ backbones of the R3Q and E23Q mutants almost completely superimpose on that of the wild-type enzyme, although the E23D mutant exhibits some significant differences. The variations of the r.m.s.d, values, which are calculated for the C ~ atoms between the wild-type and each mutant, are plotted versus the residue numbers in Figure 8 . The overall r.m.s.d, values for the C ~ atoms between the wild-type and each mutant are 0.24 A for R3Q, 0.27 for E23Q and 0.34 A for E23D. When including the side-chain atoms in the calculation, their values increase to 0.63 A for R3Q, 0.76 A for E23Q and 1.10 ,~ for E23D. The segment (residues 84 to 91) in all the mutants remains disordered. The E23D mutation produced the largest difference in the backbone structure among the three mutants. The striking structural change in this mutant is a substantial increase in the kink of the H1 helix, which is presumably coupled with a newly formed internal hydrogen bond between the replaced carboxyl group of Asp23 and its own main-chain imino group. The E23Q crystal, produced at the same pH as that for the E23D, does not yield such alteration of the backbone conformation. Furthermore, the wild-type enzyme crystal exhibits very constant unit cell parameters between pH 4.5 and 8.0, suggesting that the conformation is invariant in this pH range. Therefore, it is very unlikely that the structural change of the E23D mutant is induced by pH difference in crystal growth.
Mutational effects on the reaction center for the glycosylase
Even including the side-chain conformations, the structural differences in the R3Q and E23Q mutants are confined to a small region around the replaced residue (Figure 9(a) and (b) ). The notable features in the R3Q mutant are that the replacement of the guanidino group of Arg3 by the amido group does not induce a significant structural change in the active site, except for some water molecules and the side-chain of Arg22, which points into the solvent and hence presumably would be sensitive to crystal packing. Even the replacement of the negatively charged carboxyl side-chain of Glu23 by the neutral amide group hardly induces a significant structural change, although two water molecules close to the replaced group are slightly moved. The hydrogen bond between the carboxyl side-chain of Glu23 and the main-chain imino group of Arg3 is essentially maintained in the two mutants, although the hydrogen bond length is different in the E23Q mutant.
In parallel with the X-ray structural analysis, difference circular dichroism (CD) measurements were carried out to observe the DNA-binding ability of the enzyme, separately from the glycosyl bond cleavage activity . The results have demonstrated that the E23Q mutant retains the full DNA binding ability, whereas its cleavage activity is almost completely lost. On the other hand, the R3Q mutant loses the DNA-binding ability. Together with these findings, the structural features of the E23Q and R3Q mutants suggest that the negatively charged carboxyl side-chain of Glu23 is essential for the catalytic activity of the glycosylase and the positively charged guadinino group of Arg3 plays a crucial role in correct substrate binding.
In spite of the considerable change in the backbone structure of the E23D mutant, the reaction center for the glycosylase has minimal structural differences, except for the local change around the substituted side-chain, such as the loss of the hydrogen bond between the carboxyl group of Glu23 and the imino group of Arg3, and the movements of some bound water molecules (Figure 9(c) ). The difference CD measurements of this mutant have demonstrated that it almost completely retains DNA-binding ability (N. Hori, personal communication) , although the glycosylase activity is lost. This finding implies that the one methylene bond shift of the carboxyl group perhaps induces the loss of the glycosylase activity. Thus, very strict positioning of the functional groups in the active-site pocket appears to be required for the catalytic activity.
Implications of catalytic mechanism
Chemical modification and site-directed mutagenesis studies implicated that the N-terminal ~-amino group of the enzyme is involved in the catalytic mechanism (Schrock & Lloyd, 1991 , 1993 . NMR studies combined with reductive methylation predicted that an imino covalent enzyme-DNA substrate intermediate is formed between the protein N-terminal ¢~-amino group and C-I' of the 5'-deoxyribose moiety of the pyrimidine dimer substrate subsequent to (or concomitantly with) the glycosylase step (Dodson et al., 1993) . Furthermore, inhibition experiments by cyanide and tile identification of a stable crosslinked substrate-enzyme complex verified that the catalytic mechanism through this intermediate is correct (Dodson et al., 1993) . This terminal ~-amino group, which is the attacking nucleophile, lies at a distance of 4.4 A from the free oxygen O' ~ of the Glu23 carboxyl group, and these chemical groups both point into the solvent in a similar direction from the basic concave surface. Combined with functional properties and CD measurements, the structural features of the three active-site mutants imply that the negatively charged carboxyl side-chain of Glu23 is essential for the glycosylase activity, while the side-chain of Arg3 highlights its importance for the substrate binding. Dodson et al. (1993) suggested that a role of Glu23 is to stabilize a protonated intermediate with a positive charge in the catalytic pathway. This acidic residue may play an additional role in the abstraction of 2'-hydrogen as a general base (Hori et al., 1992a,b) , since recent kinetic analyses, using a DNA substrate analog with a phosphorothiolate linkage, demonstrated that the [3-elimination is catalyzed by an amino acid residue but not by the inter-nucleotide phosphate (Iwai et al., 1995) . The cluster of Arg3, Arg22 and Arg26, in particular the contiguity of the latter two residues, would lower the pK., value of the guanidino side-chains. We assume that one of these basic residues may donate a proton to the 5' side thymine base of the pyrimidine dimer. Thus, tile structural features of the wild-type and three active-site mutants are generally consistent with the reaction scheme proposed by Dodson et al. (1993) . Furthermore, the global view of the active-site geometry suggests that the substrate binding would not produce a large conformational change, except for slight movements of the Arg22 and Arg26 side-chains, which point into the solvent from the DNA-binding concave surface.
It is interesting to compare the crystal structure of T4 endoV with that of E. coli endonuclease III (Kuo et al., 1992) , which similarly has a DNA glycosylase activity and an apurinic/apyrimidinic (AP) lyase activity. In particular, the latter reaction in both enzymes proceeds through ~-elimination rather than hydrolysis. The endonuclease III consists of the six-helix barrel domain and the [4Fe-4S] domain. This enzyme appears to belong to a new class of [4Fe-4S] DNA repair enzymes (Cunningham et al., 1994) . The [4Fe-4S] cluster, which is missing in T4 endoV, is covered by positive charges and hence, in endonuclease III, appears to serve as a structural element for DNA binding (Kuo et al., 1992) . Thus, endonuclease III is dissimilar to T4 endoV in terms Figure 9 . (F,-F,) electron density maps (contoured at 2.3c~) of the mutant enzymes around the active center. The four residues in the catalytic site (Glu23, Arg3, Arg22 and Arg26) and its nearby water molecules are eliminated from the calculation (omit map). For comparison, the wire models of each mutant (yellow) and the wild-type (red) are superimposed. Crosses indicate the positions of water molecules. (a) The R3Q mutant at 2.2A resolution. Except for shifts of the side-chain of Arg22 and two water molecules (238WAT and 617WAT), no substantial movement is observed. (b) The E23Q mutant at 1.8A resolution. The structural difference is confined to two water molecules (238WAT and 479WAT) and the replaced side-chain of Glu23. (c) The E23D mutant at 2.0 A resolution. The situation is similar to those in the former two mutants.
of the domain architecture and the backbone structure. There is no significant similarity in the sequences b e t w e e n the two enzymes. Endonuclease III exhibits a very broad spectrum of substrate specificity in the glycosylase reaction and acts upon various damages, such as ring-saturated, ring-rearranged and ring-contracted pyrimidines, whereas T4 endoV strictly recognizes the cyclobutane type of pyrimidine dimer. A putative active site of endonuclease Ill was located from the position of thymine glycol, which is an inhibitor of the enzyme. The inhibitor was bound to the ]3-hairpin between the F and G helices (Kuo et al., 1992) . It is of interest that this inhibitor interacts with Glu112, which is surrounded by several basic residues. This structural feature is similar to the environments around the glycosylase catalytic center of T4 endoV, where Glu23 is surrounded by several basic residues. In endonuclease III, Lys120 lies in the vicinity of Glu112. This basic residue is the most likely candidate at which a DNA-endonuclease III covalent intermediate might form, whereas the corresponding intermediate in the T4 endoV reaction is formed between the terminal ~-amino group and C-I' of the 5'-deoxyribose moiety of the pyrimidine dimer. Thus, the catalytic schemes of these two enzymes appear to be essentially similar, although the amino groups for the covalent bond formation with D N A are different. It remains uncertain whether this scheme may be expanded to other glycosylases involved in DNA repair. However, it seems worthwhile to mention that Dodson et al. (1993) pointed out a similarity between T4 endoV and AMP nucleosidase, of which the 3D structure is unknown.
Materials and Methods
Crystallization
The wild-type enzyme was prepared as described (Inaoka et al., 1989) . The mutant proteins were purified from an E. coli overproducing strain, as reported (Morikawa et al., 1988) .
Crystallization of all the T4 endoV proteins was carried out at 4°C by the hanging drop mode of the vapor diffusion technique, as reported (Morikawa et al., 1988) . The crystals of the enzyme, including the wild-type and the three mutants, all appeared in a broad pH range from 4.5 to 8.0 without alteration of their apparent shapes, although the optimum pH values for producing large crystals varied among the wild-type and the three mutants. The best crystal of the wild-type enzyme for data collection was grown at pH 4.7, while the R3Q mutant crystal was produced at pH 5.5. On the other hand, both of the E23Q and E23D mutants were crystallized at pH 7.5 to 8.0. It was a serious difficulty that T4 endoV crystals have a strong tendency of forming a cluster, and too few single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction could be grown. Therefore, a crystal for data collection was often prepared by cracking off a single crystal piece from the remaining major cluster. Particularly for the mutant proteins, successive seeding was required to grow a crystal of a size suitable for data collection. All the crystals of the mutant proteins belong to the same space group, P2~, as that of the wild-type, whereas they showed significant changes in the unit cell parameters. On the other hand, the unit cell parameters of the wild-type remained invariant regardless of pH between 4.5 and 8.0. Crystal data are summarized in Table 4 .
Data collection
For tile initial structural analysis by the multiple isomorphous replacement method (MIR) , intensity data to 1.6 A for the native crystal and to 2.5 A for the derivatives were collected at room temperature, using a CAD4 four-circle diffractometer (Enraf-Nonius) on a generator with a sealed Cu tube operated at 50 kV and 40 mA. The intensities of Bragg reflections were measured in the m-scan mode, using a scan width of 0.6 to 0.8 ° and a scan speed of 1 to 3 ° per minute. The radiation damage was monitored by measuring several standard reflections every 1.5 hours, and X-ray exposure to a crystal was allowed, until a 20% loss of the initially registered intensities was observed. The intensity data were corrected for the absorption effect by monitoring the intensity variations of five near-axial reflections, according to the method of North et al. (1968) . All the intensity data were scaled and merged using the PROTEIN program package (Steigemanrl, 1974) .
For crystallographic refinements, intensity data up to 1.45 A resolution were collected using a Weissenberg-type imaging-plate diffractometer for macromolecules (Sakabe, 1991) installed on beam line BL6A at the Photon Factory (Tsukuba, Japan). The wavelength was set at 1.00 A. The diffraction path was filled with helium gas to avoid air scattering. The diffraction spots were digitized using a BA100 reader (Fuji Film) . The data were processed by the use of the program WEIS (Higashi, 1989) .
Intensity data from the three mutant crystals were collected using the CAD4 four-circle diffractometer or the Weissenberg-type imaging plate diffractometer for the synchrotron radiation X-ray source. The conditions for data collections were essentially the same as those for the wild-type crystal . The X-ray facilities and data collections for all the crystals of the wild-type and three mutants are summarized in Table 4 .
Structural analysis
The crystal structure of the wild-type enzyme was solved by the MIR method and refined at 1.6 A resolution with the restrained least-squares program PROLSQ (Hendrickson, 1985) as described . A subsequent refinement for the higher-resolution data set to 1.45 A was carried out, using the same refinement program PROLSQ. The final R-factor for 17,350 reflections (F,, > Its(F,,)) was 0.161 for all data from 6.0 to 1.45 A. The final refinement parameters at 1.45A resolution are summarized in Table 5 . A representative portion of the (2F,,-F,) electron density map after the refinement is shown in Figure 10 .
All the crystal structures of the mutant enzymes were solved using the molecular replacement method. The search model was the crystal structure of the wild-type enzyme refined at 1.6 A resolution (protein data bank code lEND). The water molecules were excluded from the calculations for the rotation function. The overall B-factors of the initial models were fixed at 15 ~2. Structure factors were calculated on the basis of the model t~laced in aoP1 unit cell, with dimensions ofa = 80 A, b = 80 A, c = 80 A, a = [3 = 7 = 90°, using the PROTEIN program package (Steigemann, 1974) . The rigid body refinement, using the program TRAREF (Huber & Schneider 1985) , was applied to the respective mutants. For the R3Q mutant, the model was required to rotate by (0.3, -0.17, 0.01) in the angles (~, 0, q~) defined by Huber and to shift by -0.05A and 0.07A along the x and z axis, respectively Similarly, the refinement for the E23Q mutant resulted in rotations of (0.24 °, -0.33 °, 0.69 °) in the angles (~, 0, qb) and in shifts by -0.03 A and -0.07 A along the x and z axis, respectively: The E23D mutant showed larger rotations of (0.45 ° , -0.98 ° , 0.43 ° ) and larger shifts of -0.10 A and 0.27 A along the x and z axis, respectively. At this stage, the R-factor for the R3Q, E23Q and E23D mutants were 28.1%, 29.5% and 32.0%, respectively: The (2F, -F,.) electron density maps calculated from the refined models for the three mutants showed clear continuous densities over their entire molecules. Inspection of the (2F,,-F~) electron density maps allowed the appropriate side-chain to be replaced at each mutation site by the corresponding residue, using the model building program FRODO (Jones, 1978) run on an Evans and Sutherland PS390 graphics system.
The models of the R3Q and E23Q mutants were subsequently refined using the restrained least-squares refinement program PROLSQ (Hendrickson, 1985) . For the E23D mutant, the starting model was refined using the program XPLOR (Brunger, 1993) for energy restraints and optional dynamics at high temperature. Forty cycles of positional refinement were carried out before an annealing procedure. Simulated annealing was carried out using the protocol of SLOWCOOL, setting an initial temperature at 1000 K and applying gradual cooling in increments of 25 K to a final temperature of 300 K. After the application of 50 cycles of positional refinements following the annealing simulation, the R-factor decreased to 20.9% at 2.8 A. Subsequent refinement was performed using the program PROLSQ. For all three mutants, the intermediate and resulting models were inspected on the basis of the (F,,-F,) and (2F,.-F¢) electron density maps and their 
Accuracy of the model
According to tile method proposed by Luzzati (1952) , the final R-values at 1.45 A resolution for the wild-type crystal were plotted versus resolutions to estimate the overall coordinate error. The resulting value is about 0.11 ,K.. A Ramachandran plot for the main-chain torsion angles (Ramachandran et al., 1963 ) is displayed in Figure 11 . Most of the torsion angles lie within the allowed regions, except for glycine residues, which are often observed in energetically unfavorable regions. The electron densities corresponding to the disordered segment (residues 84 to 91 ) were considerablyimproved as compared with the previous analysis at 1.6 A , but the corresponding residues were still not well defined even in the final map at 1.45 A resolution. This region appears to have conformational disorder in the crystal.
Likewise, the overall coordinate errors of the three mutant crystals were estimated to be 0.17 A for R3Q, 0.18 A for E23Q and 0.18 A for E23D. Ramachandran plots for all the three mutants show that most of the torsion angles are located in reasonable regions, except for glycine residues. The conformations in the disordered segment remained undefined in the three mutant crystals as well. In both of the E23Q and E23D mutants, the torsion angles of Asp87 in this segment lie within energetically unfavorable regions.
